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Abstract— The continuous evolution of information and communication technology has led to a change in the adopted
computing paradigms over time. Cloud computing is an emerging
paradigm in which users, depending on their speciﬁc requirements, access to a shared pool of computing resources dynamically allocated. Cloud computing represents, with respect to Grid
computing, the evolutionary step towards the implementation of
a ubiquitous computing service. Such paradigm leverages on the
infrastructural capabilities (compute, storage, and network) of
modern data centers to provide an adequate level of computational power able to satisfy users’ requests. However, trying to
continuously increase such capabilities comes at the cost of an
increased energy consumption. Energy efﬁciency is, therefore, one
of the major challenges that cloud providers must address.
The OPERA project aims at bringing innovative solutions
to increase the energy efﬁciency of cloud infrastructures, by
leveraging on modular, high-density, heterogeneous and low
power computing systems, which are able to cover the whole
computing continuum. To this end, the project will design a highdensity server solution in which low power processors and FPGA
devices will be used to accelerate cloud workloads. High-speed
optical interconnections will be used to connect the proposed
server with high-performance nodes, such as OpenPOWER-based
machines. Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) represents a natural
extension of cloud infrastructures since they can collect and
process data locally, more speciﬁcally where they were generated.
OPERA aims at researching energy efﬁciency of such cloud endnodes by designing an ultra-low power computing system with
reconﬁgurable radio frequency capabilities. The effectiveness of
the whole platform will be demonstrated with key scenarios,
speciﬁcally a road trafﬁc monitoring application, the deployment
of a virtual desktop infrastructure, and the deployment of a small
data center on a truck.

data and get back useful information to react to the changes in
the environment where they operate. However, such welcome
capabilities are today counterbalanced by the high power
consumption and energy inefﬁciencies of the silicon-based
technology. New ways of implementing these systems are thus
required to provide real-time responsiveness, scalability, and
energy efﬁciency. To properly respond to these challenges, the
OPERA project aims at researching the integration of highperformance, low power processing elements within highly
modular and scalable architectures. Furthermore, OPERA realizes that heterogeneity is a key factor for improving energy
efﬁciency and computational capabilities at the same time.
To this end, solutions delivered in the project will largely
leverage on reconﬁgurable devices (FPGA) and specialized
hardware modules to maximize performance and reduce power
consumption. The project started in December 2015, will span
over 3 years. The coordination of the project is carried out
by STMicroelectronics, along with the technical support of
the Istituto Superiore Mario Boella – ISMB (technical coordinator). STMicroelectronics is also responsible for designing
an ultra-low power CPS equipped with a reconﬁgurable radio
communication module. HPE, along with the strong contribution of Nallatech, is responsible for designing a highly-scalable
high-density server. In particular, Nallatech will develop a
processing board sporting a high-performance FPGA device,
capable of managing optical link interconnections. Nalltech
also provides the tools needed to easily programming such
kind of boards. Partners IBM, ISMB, and Technion will
contribute to the deﬁnition of an automated method to decompose workloads into independent tasks which are executed
as microservices on the cloud infrastructure. Partners CSI
Piemonte, Le Département de Isère, Neavia technologies, and
Teseo–Clemessy will provide support in setting up the three
use cases. To ensure that energy efﬁciency improvements will
be achieved over current cloud infrastructures, partner Certios
will provide expertise for the deﬁnition of metrics used to
assess the energy efﬁciency of the OPERA cloud platform.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The continuous advancements in silicon technology allow the implementation of always more capable computing
systems. Nowadays, such systems known as Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS), are enough powerful to enable a direct realtime interaction with the surrounding environment. CPS are at
the basis of the implementation of new services, as well as the
generation of an enormous amount of data to analyze, thanks
to their capability of sensing/acting on the environment where
they are deployed. To process the enormous amount of data
generated by networks of these smart systems, large computing
infrastructures are required in the back-end. Cloud computing
is the set of technologies that allow to process and analyze
such data, as well as to provide advanced services responding
to the societal and industrial needs. These technologies also
provide the substrate that enables CPS to transparently transfer
978-1-5090-2817-7/16 $31.00 © 2016 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DSD.2016.63

II. P ROJECT OBJECTIVES
The OPERA consortium recognizes the ambitious challenge
of amply improving the energy efﬁciency of modern cloud
infrastructures. To overcome current limitations, we identiﬁed
the following speciﬁc objectives regarding the design of next
generation scalable servers:
•
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Exploiting heterogeneous multicore processors (i.e.,
ARM, X86 64, and OpenPOWER), along with spe-

COMPUTING CONTINUUM
Embedded Devices
& CPS

Cloudlet

Private Cloud

Public Cloud

Growing size, storage and computing capabilities

Figure 1. A visual representation of the computing continuum: from left (smart embedded devices) to right (public cloud data centers), computing and storage
capabilities grow. Along with compute and storage, energy consumption grows as well.

cialized accelerators based on reconﬁgurable devices
(FPGAs);
• Automatically splitting workloads into a set of independent modules which can be executed as microservices on the most appropriate device;
• Leveraging on cutting-edge technologies such as direct
optical links and the Coherent Accelerator Processor
Interface (CAPI), in order to maximize the performance of the cloud infrastructure;
• Designing a scalable and standardized data centerin-a-box, i.e., a small form factor enclosure that is
capable of supporting up to hundreds of processing
boards (also known as microservers);
• Deﬁning and integrating appropriate metrics with a
more holistic approach to continuously monitor the
efﬁciency of the cloud computing platform;
Being part of the cloud infrastructure as edge nodes, CyberPhysical Systems used in video surveillance applications will
be made more energy-aware by achieving the following objectives:
• Exploiting ultra-low power manycore processors with
a dedicated energy-aware instruction set architecture,
in order to speedup computer vision algorithms;
• Leveraging on cutting-edge technologies such as processing acceleration through specialized functions;
• Exploiting reconﬁguration and adaptability of the radio communication subsystem to enhance the CPS
efﬁciency;
Succeeding in all these objectives requires a common working
ground among different research areas. OPERA tackles this
challenge by bridging extremely specialized skills such as
designing System-on-Chip, programming highly performing
FPGA accelerators, optimizing the workloads among multicore
chips, integrating different technologies under stringent low
power constraints. OPERA research and innovation results will
signiﬁcantly contribute to the creation of more advanced cloud
services, spanning from the CPS support to the HPC-cloud
convergence. Furthermore, OPERA results will greatly help to
reinforce the Europe position in leading low power computing
technologies, as well as to increase its role in growing markets
(e.g., HPC-oriented infrastructures, IoT, etc.).

preprocessing capabilities by means of ultra-low power CPS
which incorporate sensors, computing resources, and radiocommunication interfaces. These two elements are at the
basis of the evolution of the whole computing continuum, as
depicted in ﬁgure 1. At the edge, there are embedded devices
and CPS, equipped with small low power processors which
provide the necessary computing power and storage space to
preprocess data acquired through attached sensors. However,
the capabilities of such systems do not allow to maintain a
large amount of data for a long time. To this end, multiple ﬂows
of data are aggregated by means of a cloudlet [1], i.e., a nearby
computational resource represented by a data center-in-a-box
with wired/wireless connectivity towards Internet, multicore
processors, and a stable power supply source (i.e., it is plugged
into a power outlet). For instance, a cloudlet can be a small
group of servers that act as the primary gateway for mobile
devices to access remote services. Whenever larger capabilities
are required (e.g., to perform a complex analysis of a large
set of streamed data), private cloud computing infrastructure
are exploited, albeit resources are upper bounded. Conversely,
public data centers offer an almost-inﬁnite amount of resources
that can serve complex and heterogeneous tasks, with different
requirements.
The primary objective of the OPERA project is to make
more energy efﬁcient all the stages of this chain. To this
end, we envision a more scalable cloud platform. The whole
platform organization is depicted in ﬁgure 2. The platform
comprises two main blocks. The ﬁrst regards the implementation of a scalable low power data center resorting to
a mix of advanced hardware technologies and management
software. Hardware heterogeneity provides the proper computational power required by complex tasks running on top
of diverse frameworks (e.g., Apache Hadoop, Apache Spark,
MPI, etc.). To this end, OPERA integrates low power and
high-performance processing architectures (ARM, X86 64,
and OpenPOWER) into highly dense and interconnected server
modules. Enclosures such as the HPE Moonshot [3] and the
HPE The Machine [2] make possible integrating hundreds
of different processing elements by exploiting a microserver
design: a single cartridge contains the speciﬁc processing
element (i.e., CPU, DSP, GPU, or FPGA), the main memory
and the storage. Unlike in single embedded systems, data
center workloads offer more opportunity to improve efﬁciency
by adopting specialized hardware structures. In fact, several
tasks are intrinsically parallel, thus, they can beneﬁt from being
executed on a more parallel hardware, as offered by high-end
FPGAs. Examples of such tasks include, but are not limited to,
Memcached key-value store systems [4], search engine ranking

III. T HE OPERA PLATFORM
As stated in the previous sections, OPERA aims at deploying a scalable computing platform, explicitly looking at the
integration of two main elements: (i) remote high- and energyefﬁcient computational capabilities; (ii) local acquisition and
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low power SoC). In addition, to enhance the system capabilities of operating in environments which lack for a stable
communication link (e.g., in mountain roads), a reconﬁgurable
radio-frequency communication module will be integrated into
the system. At its basis, there is a reconﬁgurable antenna
(i.e., a physical antenna connected to a signal processor) that
in general is capable of reconﬁguring its sensing frequency,
polarization, and radiation pattern. These capabilities enable
the radio system to accommodate different communication
protocols and handle variable channel conditions.
Both the scalable high-density server and the ultra-low
power CPS will integrate HW/SW features intended to monitor
the efﬁciency of the system in terms of used resources and
consumed power. This information will be integrated into the
algorithms used by the workload manager to map computations
with the appropriate processing elements either on the cloud
side or on the CPS.

OPERA CPS

Road traﬃc
monitoring

OPERA Cloud Datacentre

CPS computing board

Figure 2. Envisioned OPERA cloud platform with interaction between ultralow power CPS and scalable, high-density, low power data center nodes.

A. Low power heterogeneous data center architecture
Heterogeneity has been recognized as a viable solution to
improve performance and reduce power consumption at the
same time [12]. At its basis, there are hardware accelerators
with their speciﬁc programming models, that make them very
difﬁcult to be exploited in virtualized environments. Although
the full exploitation of such hardware accelerators in cloud
computing environments is still very low, OPERA intends to
reverse the situation by making FPGAs transparently accessible by cloud applications. To this end, our accelerating boards
are wrapped by an optimized Board Support Package (BSP)
that deal with the low-level details of the FPGA architecture
and peripherals (e.g., PCIe, CAPI, SerDes I/O, SDRAM memory, etc.), and that ﬁts into the high-level OpenCL toolﬂow
[14]. This allows the application (or a portion) to be represented as highly portable C code kernels, while the W-MGR
can decide at the last minute if these kernels can be off-loaded
from software running on the host processor, to silicon gates
which execute quickly, hence efﬁciently yielding improved
performance. Furthermore, our accelerators furnish the highdensity server (we refer to this solution as ”Data center-in-aBox”) and OpenPOWER nodes with PCIe and CAPI attached
programmable logic. With the Coherent Accelerator Processor
Interface (CAPI) [18], the attached accelerator appears as a
coherent CPU peer over the I/O physical interface. Speciﬁcally,
it can access to a homogeneous virtual address space spanning
the CPU and the accelerator, as well as a hardware-managed
caching system. The advantages are clear: a shorter software
path length is required compared to the traditional I/O model
(i.e., there is less overhead associated with the OS and drivers).
On the FPGA side, two hardware sub-blocks are placed: the
Power Service Layer (PSL) which is an IBM proprietary
module, and the Accelerator Functional Unit (AFU) itself,
i.e., the silicon block implementing the acceleration logic. The
PSL contains hardware blocks that maintain cache coherency
with the outside world, through a cache and memory management unit. In addition, an Interrupt Source Layer (ISL) is
available in order to create an access point to the AFU for
the software layer. On the OpenPOWER side, the Coherent
Attached Processor Proxy (CAPP) block acts as a gateway for
the requests coming from and directed to the external AFU.
The accelerator also acts as a high bandwidth, low latency
bridge connecting processors hosted on the Data center-ina-Box (towards a more energy-efﬁcient architecture, we will

algorithms [5], and database operations [7]. Besides cloudspeciﬁc applications, other algorithms may largely beneﬁt
from FPGA acceleration. Among the others, in OPERA we
are particularly interested in accelerating image processing
algorithms, and network communication functions. In our case,
we use the CAPI technology to make the FPGA accelerator
easily accessible by the application: the accelerator logic can
transparently access the memory hierarchy of the processor
that intends to use it. To this purpose, commands and responses for the accelerator are encapsulated within the protocol messages belonging to the interconnection link. Unlike
other acceleration platforms, making the external accelerator
coherent with the rest of a multicore processor avoids the use
of complex performance-limited techniques to transfer data
(e.g., GP-GPUs force to transfer programs and data from the
main memory of the host processor to the private memory
of the accelerator). To support task parallelization, OPERA
leverages on two key elements: (i) a software components
named Workload Manager (W-MGR) that is responsible for decomposing cloud applications into small independent services
and mapping them on speciﬁc processing elements; (ii) Linux
containerization (e.g., Docker [10], Linux Containers [9], etc.)
to encapsulate these software services into lightweight virtual
machines (VMs). The workload manager uses dedicated algorithms for resource provisioning, as well as to conﬁgure and
selectively switching on-off of the lower building blocks of the
infrastructure, such as VMs, I/O devices, memory, multicore
processors, HW accelerators, and transmission components, in
order to increase the system efﬁciency. On the other hand, it
relies on proﬁling information to properly split the application
into a set of independent tasks and to map them to speciﬁc
processing elements.
The second key part of the envisioned platform consists
of an ultra-low power (ULP) Cyber-Physical System, targeting video surveillance and monitoring applications. In this
context, we are planning to manufacture this system around
a highly parallel manycore-based System-on-Chip, equipped
with hardware acceleration functions speciﬁcally designed for
computer vision applications. Furthermore, by leveraging on
an advanced manufacturing process, the CMOS camera sensor
will be placed close to the computing back-end (i.e., the ultra-
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Figure 3. Scalable high-density low power server chassis are accelerated by FPGA hosted cards, also acting as a bridge towards high-performance OpenPOWERbased nodes thanks to the CAPI interface.
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also features a second-generation dual-core ARM Cortex-A9
MPCore processor, which is integrated into the hard processor
system (HPS) in order to obtain more performance and security
with respect to the previous generation or equivalent soft-cores.
The HPS partially substitutes on-die reconﬁgurable logic but
provides more ﬂexibility to the platform. Each Cortex-A9 core
is fully compatible with the ARMv7 instruction set architecture
and supports vector operations through the NEON extensions.
Cores can be clocked at 1.2 GHz, and present a superscalar,
variable length, out-of-order pipeline with dynamic branch
prediction. The cache memory totals almost 1 MiB, and it
is distributed in 32 KiB I-cache + 32 KiB D-cache (L1),
512 KiB L2 cache (shared, 8-way, set associative), 256 KiB
on-chip scratchpad, and 64 KiB for the on-chip ROM. The
internal bridge allows transparent communication between the
reconﬁgurable logic and the HPS.
As previously mentioned, making easy to program such
complex devices is a challenge. To address this issue, in
OPERA we aim at providing accelerator boards with easy-touse OpenCL BSP. Such software package allows leveraging
on the FPGA device, as well as all the high-performance onboard peripherals. The hardware design issues and constraints
are abstracted away and automatically handled by the Altera
OpenCL compiler, leaving the software programmer to deal
only with speciﬁc algorithms of interest. The compiler allows
optimizing the C-based code enabling OpenCL channels (an
OpenCL language construct) to be used for kernel-to-kernel
or IO-to-kernel high bandwidth, low latency data transfers.
Channels are also used to implement an application program
interface (API) intended for the host to communicate with
the hardware accelerator generally mapping the PCI Express
interconnect, or kernels to communicate one another without host intervention. To speedup the development of kernel
applications, the compilation ﬂow is based on a softwarebased debug and optimization cycle, which limits the need
for FPGA HDL compilation only when most of the code has
been optimized.

Transceiver Channels

Hard IP Per Transceiver,
8b/10b PCS, 64b/66b
PCS, 10Gbase-KR FEC,
Interlaken PCS

Fractional PLLs

PCI Express Gen3
Hard IP

Core Logic Fabric

Figure 4. The internal organization of the Altera Arria 10 FPGA device [13].

explore more the ARM landscape) with the OpenPOWER platform. Speciﬁcally, this link will be implemented using optical
interconnects operating a Serial Lite protocol that minimizes
the overhead of transporting vast amounts of data between
platforms. In particular, we resort to standard Quad Small
Form-factor Pluggable – QSFP – modules that permit up to
40 Gb/s of bandwidth physically conﬁgured either as a single
40 Gb/s link or split into four independent 10 Gb/s links using
an optical splitter cable. This unprecedented ﬂexibility allows
for a wide range of topologies to be supported without the
high cost and delay of re-designing new PCBs. Thus, all these
features allow dramatic scalability and tight coupling of very
different processor technologies within a single computing
platform. In fact, interconnecting X86 64 and ARM processor
with OpenPOWER systems using conventional Ethernet or Inﬁniband cards would adversely impact application performance
and overall system efﬁciency. Figure 3 shows the whole data
center organization, as proposed by OPERA: scalable highdensity and low power nodes take advantage of the acceleration
capabilities offered by FPGA devices. Such devices connect,
through fast optical links, OpenPOWER nodes, which are
made coherent with reconﬁgurable logic through the CAPI
interface.
At the basis of the OPERA accelerator, there is the Altera
Arria 10 SoC, which is a high-performance reconﬁgurable
device directly supporting the IEEE-754 Floating Point arithmetic through newly designed DSP blocks. Figure 4 shows
the internal organization of the Altera Arria 10 FPGA device
[13], where different reconﬁgurable logic blocks (e.g., PLLs,
DSPs, Core-logic fabric, etc.) are highlighted. Such SoC

B. Workload decomposition
The deployment of a set of interconnected tasks in a
heterogeneous context is critical since different processing
architectures are touched. To take full advantage of hardware
specialization, a mechanism to automatically assign tasks must
be put in place. To this purpose, we propose to adopt the
microservice model. It has recently emerged in the cloud
computing community as a development style which allows
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building applications composed by several small independent
but interconnected modules [15], [16], each running its own
processes and communicating with others by means of a
lightweight mechanism (typically consisting of an HTTPbased REST API [17]). The result is an asynchronous, sharednothing, highly scalable software architecture that avoids monstrous and difﬁcult to maintain monolithic code.
Given this premise, OPERA aims at exploiting such architectural pattern in the following way: (i) the application is
partitioned into independent tasks; (ii) each task is characterized (through proﬁling tools) in order to ease the mapping
with the available hardware; (iii) tasks are wrapped by thin
modules that export the HTTP-based REST communication
interface; (iv) communication among the microservices takes
place by means of the exported API. To make this process
effective a mechanism to describe the microservices in terms
of their relationships and interaction with other microservices
and cloud infrastructure layers is needed. On the other hand, to
allow energy-efﬁciency algorithms to properly work, feedback
information coming from the servers executing the microservice instances should be collected.
The ﬁrst issue can be solved by describing different modules
composing the microservices through an application descriptor, which allows the abstraction of different components of
cloud applications, as well as describes their relationships and
interconnections. This artifact enables the portability of cloud
applications and services across different platforms. Among
the various standards, OASIS TOSCA [19] is one of the most
complete, and it has recently been extended to support Linux
containers. TOSCA is an XML-based language and metamodel which can be used to describe composite cloud-based
applications in a modular and portable fashion. A TOSCA ﬁle
consists of two parts: (i) a topology template – a graph in
which typed nodes represent service’s components and typed
relationships connect nodes following a speciﬁc topology; and
(ii) plans – workﬂows used to describe managing concerns.
Figure 5 shows an example of a service template. Nodes,
as well as relationships, are described by appropriate type
descriptors. Each type deﬁnes the list of capabilities that
the particular module can serve, and the list of requirements
necessary to deliver its service, along with the set of properties
and the interface associated with it. In OPERA, we will enrich
the capabilities in order to use them to describe possible
processing architectures that are suited for the execution of
the speciﬁc microservice, as well as to express the expected
performance and power consumption. Similarly, plans will
specify an execution order for the set of microservices, along
with their possible instantiation on the speciﬁc processing
elements.
Mapping microservices with the available hardware requires
the ability of scheduling microservices depending their speciﬁc
requirements (e.g., minimum performance level) and policies
for maximizing energy efﬁciency of the whole infrastructure.
The workload manager (W-MGR) is the software component
devoted to this purpose. It receives the TOSCA descriptor and,
after its compilation, it provides a schedule. It performs this
operation satisfying the following criteria:
•
•

APPLICATION TEMPLATE
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\
\
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\
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\
\

M3
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PLANS
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M2

M2

T

M4

M1

Cnd
F

M3
execution plan

Figure 5. An example of TOSCA template to describe a cloud application
as a set of interconnected microservices.

•

Must be aware of each node’s capabilities and speciﬁc
features.
The ﬁrst criteria can be easily met since modern hardware
contains embedded sensors to keep track of operational parameters (e.g., processor temperature, fans speed, etc.), as well
as several tools are available to monitor the load of the nodes.
The second criteria can be satisﬁed by leveraging the capability
of the underlying infrastructure to scale up and down the
allocated resources. Finally, the third criteria is simply satisﬁed
by adopting a standardized way of describing application
requirements and capabilities of each node (TOSCA standard).
C. Ultra-low power embedded system
Among the various applications of CPS, video surveillance
is one of the most interesting. In OPERA, intelligent cameras
will be used in the smart city context as end-nodes of a cloud
infrastructure, to monitor urban trafﬁc aiming at recognizing
potential situations of risk. Such kind of application covers
multidisciplinary ﬁelds related to computer vision, pattern
recognition, signal processing, and communication. When the
task has to be performed in a time-constrained manner, the
situation is exacerbated. Satisfying such computational demand
requires implementing advanced hardware systems, albeit generally with a low energy efﬁciency. From this viewpoint,
integration of functionalities in the form of hardware modules
is considered as a technological key feature to increase CPS
efﬁciency. An image sensor placed closely to a computing
layer will form such a device. Our state of the art device will
be composed of an image sensor (capturing static images or
videos) and a computing layer in charge of pre-processing
frames, applying ﬁlters, and executing other manipulation
algorithms.
Another source of potential efﬁciency improvement is given
by the high degree of parallelism that image processing exposes. In fact, processing functions are applied to (groups
of) pixels in parallel. For this reason, our design adopts a
highly-parallel architecture based on a ULP manycore solution
designed to operate with very low supply voltage and currents.
For instance, we can use a manycore solution equipped with
energy efﬁcient cores (EE-cores) operating near 1.0V, requiring

Must be able to monitor energy/power efﬁciency of
each node;
Must be able to quickly react to the changes in
workload demand;
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efﬁciency under control. The idea is to leverage on the cloud
concept of as-a-service to provide a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), that is remotely accessible by means of low power
thin-clients. Users are increasingly demanding access to their
applications and data anywhere and from any device. The rapid
growth of knowledge workers who roam from one computer
to another within the ofﬁce had led companies to provide
access to the users desktop experience at any computer in the
workplace, effectively detaching the user from the physical
machine. Through virtualization, employees can access their
applications and data very safely over a network and the risk
of data loss is minimized, while IT departments can save costs
by consolidating services on physical resources.
Due to the high number of systems concurrently connected
to the nodes of the data center, we expect a high CPU/storage
load. In fact, each connected client may run any typical
desktop application (possibly more than one at the same time)
expecting a very low latency in the response time. To address
this challenge, OPERA will implement a solution based on
the open-source framework OpenStack. As far as storage is
concerned, OpenStack Cinder, along with the Ceph ﬁle system,
could cover block storage needs for virtual machines. Ceph exploits commodity hardware and some of its components (e.g.,
Mon – host monitor) are themselves CPU intensive. Given
the low-latency requirements of this use case, network management must be concerned. To this end, we want to exploit
the ﬂexibility furnished by the OpenStack Neutron module,
to completely adhere to a ”software-deﬁned” paradigm. In
addition, network latency will be kept low by leveraging on
a more powerful remote desktop protocol w.r.t. the traditional
protocols (e.g., VNC, RDP, etc.). Finally, to keep as low as
possible the overhead of the software virtualization layer, a
mechanism based on the KVM hypervisor and containerization
will be put in place to run lightweight virtual machines on low
power servers.
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Figure 6. OPERA Cyber-Physical System architecture: an ultra-low power
manycore processor with acceleration function for CNNs is directly attached
to the camera sensor and to the reconﬁgurable communication antenna.

only a few tens of μA and sporting several hardware acceleration functions. With such features, the envisioned computing
layer can perform operations only requiring few pJ of energy.
A dedicated image processing unit allows performing complex
operations, such as moving object detection and image/video
compression, at a low energy consumption when compared
with standard embedded platforms. In addition, OPERA aims
at further improving the performance/power ratio by integrating HW/SW components to accelerate convolutional neural
networks (CNNs). The approach of CNNs will allow, with
a limited increase in the used resources, to improve the
identiﬁcation of classes of objects on the scene (this task is
the basis for any video monitoring application). Aiming at
optimizing this platform, we will leverage on the integration
of imaging sensors and processing cores, which are typically
realized with different manufacturing technologies. In addition,
we improve the overall efﬁciency of such CPS by introducing
two advancements in the design of the computing layer: (i) the
use of an energy-optimized instruction set architecture, and
(ii) the adoption of an advanced manufacturing technology
(e.g., the FD-SOI technology) that will allow the extreme
miniaturization of the chip with a signiﬁcant reduction of the
power consumption with respect to the traditional bulk silicon
devices. The complete CPS design envisages a low power
reconﬁgurable radio-frequency (RF) communication interface.
This kind of communication interface is of particular interest
for video surveillance and monitoring applications where the
environmental context is particularly critical, such as in the
case of mountain roads where connectivity is not reliable. To
deal with this issue, our reconﬁgurable RF module will be capable of adapting the transmission to the best channel/protocol
features. Since RF transmission is generally power-hungry, we
will design the RF interface with very low power components.

B. Mobile data center on a truck
OPERA intends to deliver mobile IT services for the Italian
agency called Protezione Civile. IT services, such as forecasting and risk prevention, contrast and overcome emergencies,
and mitigation of risks, will be delivered through a truck
(operated by partner CSI Piemonte) equipped with electronic
instruments which allow: (i) creating a satellite communication link; (ii) acquiring images and videos of the truck
surrounding areas; and (iii) processing, temporary archiving
and transferring of acquired data (videos and images). Images
and videos will be acquired by means of a drone equipped
with an ultra-low power computing module, which is in charge
of controlling the ﬂight of the drone itself, as well as to
stream the data to the base station on the truck. The use of
a drone is helpful also in the case of dangerous or difﬁcult
access to the target site. Once acquired, images and videos
are then processed on the truck, which will be equipped
for this purpose with the scalable high-density low power
server described in section III-A. Data processing on truck
consists of these two steps: the arrangement of the videos
by deleting not useful parts, adding comments, etc; and the
creation of orthoimages for their subsequent comparison with
others archived. For instance, 20 minutes of ﬂight yield 300
photos that require approximately 15 hours to be processed
with a standard X86 64 machine for a resolution of 1.0 cm.
Moving from a standard computer to a high-density but low

IV. U SE CASES
OPERA intends to provide technology demonstration on
energy efﬁciency, scalability, and computational performance
resorting to three use cases based on the following real-world
applications.
A. Virtual desktop infrastructure
The purpose of this use case is to demonstrate the capability of the OPERA platform to scale, while keeping energy
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power server equipped with FPGA accelerators will enable
OPERA to greatly speedup the processing task while keeping
low the impact on the power source of the truck (currently, a
gasoline power generator).

are largely exploited in CPS deployed in unmanned contexts,
having a reconﬁguration antenna capable of adapting to the
physical channel characteristics [11] greatly help the deployment of such systems in rural areas.
Modularization of cloud applications ([15], [16], [17], [19])
is emerging as the next architectural pattern to develop highly
scalable cloud services. Similarly, CNNs are considered an
efﬁcient and yet powerful model to classify objects within an
image, as well as to analyze even more complex patterns such
as human action detection [23], [24]. However, despite their
effectiveness, integration within an efﬁcient CPS architecture
is still lacking. Here, is where the OPERA aims at providing
innovation.

C. Road trafﬁc monitoring
One of the contexts where OPERA foresees a growing interest is the application of CPS for trafﬁc monitoring in urban and
rural contexts. Deploying ultra-low power CPS equipped with
video processing capabilities and a wireless communication
interface makes possible to monitor large geographic areas.
For instance, it becomes possible to quickly detect accidents or
any situation of risk and communicate alerts to vehicles (future
VANET standard). To this end, collected data are transferred
and further processed into low power servers located in remote
data centers for proactive actions intended to reduce such
risk situations. OPERA will also explore emerging cooperative
environments (e.g., Car2Infrastructure technologies).

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented hardware and software
layers that we are developing in the OPERA H2020 European
Project. With this project we aim at improving the energyefﬁciency of current cloud computing infrastructures by two
order of magnitude when compared with current state-of-theart systems. To accomplish with this challenging objective,
we have envisioned to introduce several advancements on the
data center side as well as on the end nodes of the cloud, with
particular attention to the integration of (ultra) low power high
performance technologies.
OPERA foresees to gain efﬁciency on the data center
side, by proposing a modular, high-density server enclosure
equipped with small low power server boards, and accelerator
cards. To maximize the efﬁciency, FPGA devices will be
used in the accelerator boards to provide acceleration for
speciﬁc kernels as well as low latency connectivity towards
OpenPOWER nodes. In addition, applications leverage on a
modular design (microservices) that allows to better scale on
low power heterogeneous components. On the other hand,
cloud end-nodes (i.e., CPS) are made less power-hungry by
integrating manycore processing elements with camera sensors and reconﬁgurable wireless communication interfaces.
To assess the feasibility of the envisioned platform, OPERA
will test its designs on three real-world application, albeit the
results carried out in the project are of interest for a broader
community.

V. R ELATED WORK
The OPERA project will exploit many different technologies
with the ambition of integrating them into a more efﬁcient
platform serving as the basis for creating the next generation
cloud infrastructures. In this section, we discuss some works
that have been of interest for the development of this project
and provided the necessary inspiration and vision to develop
ideas behind the design of our scalable data center and ultralow power CPS.
Heterogeneous architectures have been popularized in HPC
to accelerate computations, however, they still remain not
common in the cloud computing domain [12]. Although cloud
services (e.g., Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure) offer now
cloud instances running on powerful GPUs, the approach with
FPGAs is less easy since the difﬁculties in programming
such devices. Some works tried to reverse the situation,
explicitly targeting cloud workloads [4], [5], [6], [7], [8].
Both industry and academic community look at the adoption
of reconﬁgurable devices as a way to reduce the impact of
computing equipment on the power consumption of the data
center. Although from an architectural standpoint accelerators
are able to process more data compared to general purpose
CPUs, from a technology viewpoint they still make use of
power reduction techniques such as dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS), adaptive voltage and frequency
scaling (AVFS), and partial reconﬁguration for FPGAs [22]
to keep power consumption under control. Such techniques
must be correctly integrated into the whole HW/SW stack to
really getting advantages on the power consumption. OPERA
intends to introduce such kind of heterogeneity in scalable,
modular, high-density server enclosures, while keeping away
the burden of programming the FPGAs at low-level [14].
CPS are today largely deployed in urban contexts as cloudconnected smart sensors. Often, they are demanded for computationally intensive tasks to avoid large data transfer to the
cloud back-end. Recently PULPino [21] has been proposed
as an ultra-low power architecture targeting IoT domain. Similarly, ReISC core [20] architecture offers high-performance
within an ultra-low power envelope, thanks to a 32 bit RISCbased 5-stage pipeline supporting SIMD operations, a set of
high-performance DSPs, and an energy-aware ISA (it allows
to improve the efﬁciency of the system during idle modes).
Since communication capabilities (both wired and wireless)
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